Treatment of Multiple Gingival Recessions by Tunnel Technique and Acellular Dermal Matrix Graft: A Case Report
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Abstract: Successful clinical outcomes have been achieved with various root coverage procedures for the treatment of Miller Class I and II multiple gingival recessions. Regarding Miller Class III recessions, unpredictable success rate was reported due to the loss of interproximal tissue support. Recently, it has been demonstrated that complete root coverage is possible in Miller Class III defects, when the defects present mild interdental attachment loss. This case report describes the application of acellular dermal matrix graft (ADM) and tunnel technique (TUN) combination, for the treatment of Miller Class III multiple gingival recession defects. At 12-month, complete root coverage on teeth #41 and partial root coverage on teeth #31 with mean root coverage of 83.3% were achieved. Root coverage esthetic score was 7 with successful esthetic results. Besides significant defect coverage increase in keratinized tissue height and gingival thickness were obtained. According to the present clinical case, Miller Class III multiple gingival recessions can be predictably treated with TUN+ADM, if the attachment loss is not too severe.
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Introduction

Gingival recession is a common condition in general population and defined as an apical shift of the gingival margin from its physiologic position, 1-2 mm coronal to the cemento-enamel junction (American Academy of Periodontology, 1996). Traumatic tooth brushing, prominence of teeth and thin gingival biotype are predisposing factors for soft tissue recession (Serino et al., 1994). The recession of the gingiva results in attachment loss and root exposure and may cause various clinical problems. The main objective of root coverage procedures is to achieve complete coverage of exposed roots, reduction of
root sensitivity without any residual periodontal pocket and aesthetic blending of the surrounding soft tissues (Cortellini & Pini Prato, 2012).

Several reviews reported that periodontal plastic surgical procedures may predictably determine complete root coverage (CRC) in multiple Miller Class I and II recessions (Graziani et al., 2014; Cairo, 2017; Stefanini et al., 2018). Classifications of gingival recessions indicate unpredictable success rate for Miller’s Class III and IV recessions, due to loss of interproximal bone and soft tissues, reduced periosteal bed and, limited blood supply to the graft (Miller 1985).

The treatment of multiple recessions are challenging because of broader area of root exposure, wider avascular surface, limited blood supply, differences in defect depth and tooth anatomic position. Different procedures have been suggested to overcome these difficulties and to improve aesthetic results. Successful outcomes have been accomplished in the treatment of multiple recessions and review of the literature showed that modified coronally advanced flap (CAF) and tunnel approaches (TUN) produced the highest percentages of CRC (Cairo, 2017).

The TUN is accepted as minimally invasive, safe and predictable technique. In this technique, the dental papillae is kept intact which may accelerate the initial wound healing and cause less scarring and minimal trauma (Zabalegui et al., 1999). Recent reports have demonstrated that the TUN in combination with subepithelial connective tissue grafts (CTG) is an excellent technique for predictable coverage of Miller Class I, II, and even III single and multiple gingival recessions (Aroca et al., 2010a; Sculean et al., 2017). Although CTG grafting is gold-standard, its harvesting is often associated with increased patient morbidity, prolonged surgical time, limited amount availability and possible postoperative complications (Zucchelli et al., 2014).

Recent systematic review showed that the probability of being the best treatment in terms of recession reduction is associated with the combined use of CAF and a grafting procedure, such as acellular dermal matrix (ADM) graft in multiple recessions (Graziani et al., 2014). ADM allograft has been successfully used as a soft tissue graft which provides a matrix consisting of type I collagen, elastin, vascular channels, and proteins that support revascularization, cell repopulation and tissue remodeling (Tal, 1999).

Successful clinical outcomes were obtained with ADM and TUN combination, in the treatment of Miller Class I, II and III recessions (Modaressi & Wang, 2009; Mahn, 2010; Ozenci et al., 2015). In the light of the available data derived from the literature, TUN+ADM might represent a successful approach in multiple gingival recession treatment. The aim of this case report was to evaluate the clinical outcomes of ADM in combination with TUN in the treatment of Miller Class III multiple gingival recession defects.

**Description of the Case**

A 38-year-old systemically healthy female patient was referred to our clinic with chief complaints of hypersensitivity and poor aesthetics due to gingival recessions. Clinical and radiographical examination revealed buccal gingival recession defects affecting the mandibular central incisors with slight interdental attachment and bone loss (Figure 1.a). The defects were classified as Miller Class III type recessions. At
baseline periodontal examination, mild plaque accumulation and minimal bleeding on probing were present. Tooth positions and thin tissue biotype are considered possible predisposing factors for gingival recessions.

**Figure 1.** (a) Pre-operative clinical and radiographical views of recession defects. (b) Intra-sulcular insicions. (c) Flap elevation and tunnel preparation with special instruments. (d) ADM placed into the tunnel. (e) Suturing. (f) 12-month postoperative view of recession defects

As an initial periodontal therapy, supragingival scaling and polishing were performed. Detailed oral hygiene instructions were given and the patient was informed to perform a non-traumatic (roll) brushing technique with a soft toothbrush.

The patient was re-evaluated 8 weeks after initial therapy and clinical measurements were taken with a calibrated periodontal probe (PCP 15 UNC, Hu-Friedy, USA) by using individual acrylic occlusal stent for proper probe positioning. Gingival thickness (GT) was measured with a digital caliper (Stainless Steel
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Digital Caliper 75 mm, Shan, China) by using an endodontic spreader. Recession height (RH) of mandibular left central incisor (#31) and right central incisor (#41) was 3 and 2 mm, respectively, with buccal probing depths (PD) of 1 mm. The keratinized tissue height (KT) at the buccal aspect of the involved teeth was 2 and 3 mm, respectively (Table 1). The patient presented a thin gingival biotype, and GT measured as 0.8 mm at each.

For the treatment of gingival recessions at tooth #31 and #41, all the treatment alternatives explained to the patient. Since, the patient didn't want a second surgical site at the palate; therefore, TUN in combination with ADM procedure was decided. After all risks and benefits were explained to the patient, oral and written consent was obtained.

Surgical treatment was based on TUN technique, in which papillae keep intact for better blood supply (Aroca et al., 2013) with the placement of ADM graft inside the tunnel. Following local anesthesia, root planing of denuded root surfaces was performed. The tunnel is prepared with intrasulcular incisions at each area of recession by using 15C blade (Figure 1.b). Care is taken not to damage the interdental papillae. Mucoperiosteal flap dissection was made with a tunnel elevator till the mucogingival junction and extended under each papillae, then papillae were gently raised. The tissue undermined beyond the mucogingival junction in order to obtain a tension-free tunnel (Figure 1.c). The ADM graft is inserted into the tunnel by applying a suture to the graft. This suture is inserted through the most distal site of #31 and then the graft is gently slid under the tunnel (Figure 1.d), positioned at the CEJ level and secured to the flap. The flap margin was positioned coronal to the CEJ to completely cover the defect and ADM and sutured with double sling suture technique with 5-0 non-resorbable polypropylene sutures (Figure 1.e).

Post-surgically, systemic antibiotic for 5 days (2x1000 mg, amoxicillin clavulanate, Augmentin BID; GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals, Turkey), oral analgesics as necessary (2x550 mg, naproxen sodium, Apranax Forte; Abdi Ibrahim, Turkey) and oral rinse twice a day for 4 weeks (0,2% chlorhexidine gluconate, Klorhex Oral Rinse; Drogsan Pharmaceuticals, Turkey) were prescribed. The patient was informed not to brush or floss her teeth in the operated areas for 14 days.

After 2 weeks, sutures were removed and patient was seen weekly for 1 month. One month after surgery, patient was reinstructed for mechanical tooth cleaning with a soft toothbrush and a roll technique. Recall sessions scheduled once a month for supragingival plaque removal, polishing and oral hygiene reinforcement in order to support healing process. At 12 months, all clinical measurements were repeated (Table 1). Post-operative healing was uneventful. She had no complaints about dentinal hypersensitivity. CRC was achieved at #41 and partial root coverage on #31 with mean root coverage (MRC) of 83.3% was obtained (Figure 1.f). RH reduction at #31 and #41 was 2.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively. GT increase was 0.6 mm for both teeth and KT gain was 1 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. Patient satisfaction was assessed by using a three-point rating scale (Mahajan et al., 2007) and patient was questioned with regard to root coverage attained, relief from dentinal hypersensitivity, colour of gums, shape and contour of gums, surgical procedure, post surgical phase and cost effectiveness. This score was detected as 18.
Table 1. Measurements at baseline and at 12 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD (mm)</td>
<td>#31 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAL (mm)</td>
<td>#31 4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH (mm)</td>
<td>#31 3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW (mm)</td>
<td>#31 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT (mm)</td>
<td>#31 0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT (mm)</td>
<td>#31 2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Probing depth (PD), clinical attachment level (CAL), recession height (RH), recession width (RW), gingival thickness (GT), keratinized tissue height (KT)

Aesthetic outcomes of the procedure were also evaluated by using a scoring system called root coverage aesthetic score (RES) (Cairo et al., 2009). Gingival margin level, marginal tissue contour, soft tissue texture, mucogingival junction alignment and gingival colour were evaluated. Zero, 3 and 6 points were used for the evaluation of the position of the gingival margin, whereas a score 0 or 1 point was used for each of the other variables. Patient’s RES was found 7 which means that the aesthetic outcome was satisfying.

Discussion

The aim of this case report was to present a predictable procedure by using ADM along with TUN for the treatment of multiple Miller Class III recessions. Within the limit of this case, significant defect coverage, aesthetical results, KT and GT increase was achieved with TUN+ADM combination.

In the literature, limited data is available about the clinical results obtained with TUN+ADM in Miller Class III multiple gingival recessions. With regard to Miller Class III recessions, data from the literature stated that the accomplishment of CRC was possible in defects presenting mild interdental attachment loss of 1 to 3 mm (Esteibar et al., 2011) and similar treatment techniques of Miller Class I and II recessions can also be proposed for Class III recession defects (Sculean et al., 2016).

Aroca et al. (2010b) evaluated the efficacy of the TUN in combination with CTG for the treatment of multiple class III gingival recessions, and 1-year results showed 82% MRC and 38% CRC. In another study comparing the outcomes of Miller Class III gingival recessions treated with TUN and CAF with ADM, it has been reported that the similar CRC and MRC results can be obtained with both technique (Moussa & Bissada, 2017). In this case report comparable CRC results were obtained.

Successful treatment of recession defects is based on the selection of proper surgical technique, and that depends on many factors, such as tooth related and surgery related factors. Previous studies...
indicate that releasing incisions are an advantage when coronal positioning is needed (Mahn, 2010; Papageorgakopoulos et al., 2008). However, vertical releasing incisions can disturb the vascularity of tissues and lead to aesthetical problems as a result of scar tissue formation (Zucchelli et al., 2009). It has been reported that the main blood supply of the gingiva is directed from vestibule to gingival margin providing more blood vessels, nutrients and source of cells which in turn leads to better integration of the ADM into the host’s tissues (Felipe et al., 2007; Zuhr et al., 2018). Furthermore, it has been suggested that additional grafting can provide a scaffold to support wound healing with increasing the thickness of the wound area (Baldis et al., 1999). Systematic reviews reported variable results with the use of ADM as an alternative to the gold standard CTG (Graziani et al., 2014). But, number of studies reported that ADM is an effective alternative to CTG for the treatment of multiple recessions, which support the gingival margin and change the gingival biotype (Thombre et al., 2013; Ahmedbeyli et al., 2014). In the present case, GT was increased from 0.8 mm to 1.4 mm.

Patient was questioned about her satisfaction with regard to the patient-centered criteria (Mahajan et al., 2007) and she reported no significant postoperative complications and minimal discomfort with the used approach. Reports in the literature also assessed pain, aesthetics and postoperative discomfort after TUN+ADM procedure (Mounssif et al., 2018) and results showed that patients had minimal discomfort and healed uneventfully with this approach by increasing its thickness as observed in our case report.

In spite of the fact that the main goal of all root coverage procedures is complete coverage of exposed roots, aesthetic outcomes also have the great importance. Aesthetic outcomes of the procedure was assessed by using RES (Cairo et al., 2009). According to RES, gingival margin level contributes 60% of the total score. Due to partial coverage at tooth #31, RES value was found 7 in this case, 12 months after TUN+ADM procedure. This finding can be attributed to tooth related factors present in this case, such as thin tissue biotype and tooth positions, which will lead to difficulties to achieve CRC.

Within the limits of the present case report and based on previous studies, procedures involving ADM graft in combination with TUN technique may be a predictable treatment alternative for the treatment of Miller Class III multiple gingival recessions with successful root coverage and aesthetic outcomes.
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